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Design of the building facade in the brand or event colour spectrum. Architectural 

building particularities and the most advanced technologies are used for the creating

“wow” effect as well as the most modern technologies of 3d graphic building. 

3d video mapping can be used as entertainment show and advertising company.

3D Video Mapping https://youtu.be/fDVcsSHwXAo
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Interior 3D video mapping 

Design of the space interior in the brand or event colour spectrum. Architectural

interior particularities are used as well as the most modern technologies of 

3d graphic building. 3d video mapping can be used as entertainment show and 

advertising company.

https://youtu.be/VaNOAl8AXyA
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3D video mapping on car

Is one of the most effective way of presentation for new car models as far as you can 

bring the main idea of presentation car with the help of light show.

https://youtu.be/nhGNuQ1LnFs
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Projective and stage decoration   

Complementary design in connecting with the 3D video mapping allows to immerse the

viewer in the atmosphere of the action and create a unique backdrop for your event.
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 Interactive installations of fine arts

Interactive art installations attract a lot of attention with their visual effects and

massive sizes. We give an opportunity to impress and shock even the most 

innovative spectators. We create an unforgettable experience with the help of 

high technologies.

https://youtu.be/HQOKLA-VP8A
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Interactive child’s rooms

Interactive rooms let the children to immerse into fascinating and fabulous world and feel 

themselves a part of it. Children can create unique sea animals with the help of draw stencil

and play with them.

https://youtu.be/JFUYV-m82eU
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Interactive Dance Show

Absolutely interactive show, which turns dance into a lively  colorful spectacle. Sophisticated

software tracks the movements of the dancers, their position in space, and plays visual 

effects of every their movements. This solution replaces the old system of visualization, 

where the effect of the merger movement and graphics achieved only at the expense of 

pre- rehearsed scenes and rigged for motion effects cameraman managed. In this decision, 

the viewer gets an unforgettable show, in which you can `t distinguish real world from virtual.

https://youtu.be/Cx_k0fknRBY
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VR Showrooms

Virtual reality gives an opportunity to immerse the spectator into another world, to make him feel

the emotions and impressions that the usual presentation can’t transmit. Such projects can heavily

influence the customer and represent the company as the innovative and high-end one. Moreover

they cause the WOW-effect and attract a huge attention to a brand.

https://youtu.be/mg1fJbKBKt0
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Life picture. Projection on the drawn outline

A new kind of contemporary visual art, which is a projection of 3D graphics on the contour picture.

The technology of 3D video-mapping allows you to create three-dimensional images of a flat space,

and black outlines give the object depth. Artwork is created by the artist and may be a panorama of

the city, abstract objects, landscape, virtual world, etc.

https://youtu.be/Dxue_lgDYO8
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Videowall 

Special equipment monitors the movement of human and displays his stylized silhouette

with vivid special effects. Silhouette accompanies man while he is in the area of the

interactive wall.

https://youtu.be/6bLkBznxxz0
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Film & Video production

The creating a video series with audio accompaniment for commercials, presentation 

videos, wallpapers for TV shows and programs. Creation of 3D animation and 2D 

animation, compositing, color correction, shooting music videos, corporate films 

and documentaries. 3d modeling of objects, buildings and the environment, location

and imitation military and Emergency Situations.

https://www.youtube.com/Nomapping
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Contacts
office@nomapping.com

+38 (093) 233-82-74Manager 
tony@nomapping.com

+38 (063) 363-27-81

Manager EU
rico@nomapping.com

+49 (305) 495-59-79
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